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Приведены расчетные характеристики реакторов РБМН с уран-

эрбиевым топливом. Показаны возможности уменьшения парового

коэффициента реантивности и увеличения глубины выгорания топлива.

After Chernobyl accident some шеавигев have been done to

enhance safety of RBMK reactors. Installation of BO additional

absorbers (AA) in RBMK-1000 core ( 52-54 in RBMK-1500) and control

rods (CR) reactivity margin increase from 30 to 45 (to 55 in

RBMK-1500) provided drop of void reactivity coefficient a fro«

4-5ß to ~lß. So prompt excursion of neutron power during LOCA

accidents was practically excluded. Uee of AA cause ~25% decrease

of fuel burnup.

Analysis of different variants to increase burnup and to hold

о on achieved level showed attraction of burnable absorbers /1/.

Among known absorbers (boron, gadolinium, hafnium, disprosium,

erbium) best features to solve RBMK problems has erbium. There -is

the resonance at 0.47 ev in absorption сговя section of Er < see

fig.l). Taking into account difference between moderator

(graphite) and coolant temperatures ( ~200 C), channel dewaterimg

causes shift of neutron spectrum" to the resonance and decrease

multiplication factor. This is the геяяол of « drop.

The results of uniform lattice calculation with WIMS-D4 code

is presented in the fig. 2. In this caloalfttdtLO -we suppose that

Er_0 was added to UO uniformly. Analysis of different ways to

locate Er in fuel assembly (separately from fuel, in 3 or 6 pins

etc.) showed preference of uniform eixture Er
2
O

3
 and UO^.

Calculations of 3-D polyoell (12x12 channels) and full scale
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reactor were performed with STEPAN code. As follows from the

calculational results application of U-Er fuel allows to replace

all AA to fuel assemblies. Main characteristics of RBMK-1000 and

RBMK-1500 are presented in the table.

RBMK characteristics for standard and U-Er fuel

Paraneter

Fuel enrichment,X

Erbium content,X

Number of AA

Fuel burnup,MWt.d/kg

Void coefficient,b

RBMK-1000

2.4

0

80

21

0.7

2.6

0.41

0

25

0.25

RBMK-3

* 2.0

0

54

14.5

0.8

1500

2.4

0.41

0

19.5

0.2

Power distribution nonuniformity for U-Er fuel is less

compare to standard fuel. Nonuniformity coefficient can be reduced

approximately by 5%.

Reduction of a and power distribution nonuniformity can be

used to increase of burnup. For instance, 0.3% Er in RBMK-1500

fuel permits to obtain burnup 9% more compare to initial variant.

CR margin reduction from 65 to 45 increase burnup by 5%. In all

cases or will be less than the current value.

For RBMK-1000 was considered variant of 2.8% enrichment with

0.5% Er. Fuel burnup for this case will be 28.5 MWt.d/kg and a <0.

Period of change of standard fuel to U-Er fuel was considered

with version of STEPAN modelling fuel reloading. Average in-core

burnup and burnup of discharged fuel is presented in the fig.3.

From the fig.3 we can see that equilibrium value of average burnup

can be achieved earlier. During the first stage of the reloading

•ay be reduction of burnup.

Now the decision to load 150 experimental U-Er assemblies to

RBMK-1500 and 200 assemblies to RBMK-1000 is accepted to examine

possibility of U-Er fuel application in RBMK reactors.
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